We report the results of new isoelectronic differential force measurements between a test mass and rotating source masses of Au and Si to search for new forces over the distance scale 40-8000 nm. The isoelectronic technique subtracts the otherwise dominant Casimir force at the outset and, when combined with a lock-in amplification technique, leads to an improvement by a factor of 10 3 on the limit on the strength α of a putative force (relative to gravity) at separations λ ∼ 300 nm.
We report the results of new isoelectronic differential force measurements between a test mass and rotating source masses of Au and Si to search for new forces over the distance scale 40-8000 nm. The isoelectronic technique subtracts the otherwise dominant Casimir force at the outset and, when combined with a lock-in amplification technique, leads to an improvement by a factor of 10 3 on the limit on the strength α of a putative force (relative to gravity) at separations λ ∼ 300 nm. Although the gravitational attraction between two point masses was the first of the fundamental forces to be described it remains, in comparison, poorly characterized. Unification theories, such as string theory, that introduce n compact extra spatial dimensions predict deviations from Newtonian gravity over sub-mm scales [1, 2] . Also, many extensions to the Standard Model predict the existence of new light bosons, the exchange of which would lead to new forces. In all these situations, the overall interaction between two particles can be written in the form V (r) = V N (r)(1 + αe −r/λ ), (1) where V N (r) = −Gm 1 m 2 /r is the Newtonian gravitational potential energy of two masses m 1 and m 2 separated by r, G is the Newtonian gravitational constant, α is the strength of the Yukawa-like correction arising from new physics, and λ its characteristic range. In the case of compact extra dimensions λ closely corresponds with the size of the extra-dimension, while λ = /mc for the exchange of a boson of mass m [6] . Motivated in part by these considerations, a large number of experiments have been conducted to constrain the value of α (see for example the reviews [3, 4] ). While they have been successful in constraining |α| < 1 for λ > 50 µm [5] , the limits on α are much less restrictive for λ < 10 µm. The main reason for the poor results for small values of λ resides in the small effective masses (i.e., mass within a distance λ of the surface) interacting through the Yukawa-like contribution. Compounding the problem, to test the effect of such a contribution, masses have to be placed at separations r ∼ λ, where the effects of vacuum fluctuations eventually become dominant after electrostatic effects have been minimized. Hence, many of the limits in the λ ∈ [0.01, 10] µm range have been obtained by subtracting from the measured interaction the calculated contribution from the Casimir force [7, 10] which arises from vacuum fluctuations. While useful, this approach has two main drawbacks: (i) The subtracted background is relatively large, and hence small corrections to the background result in large changes in the derived limits; (ii) It is not clear what the appropriate background to subtract is. While some groups use a plasma model for the extrapolation to zero frequency of the dielectric function of the metal, others use a Drude model [11] . The correct approach remains a matter of controversy, and new experiments have been proposed to help resolve this problem [12] .
To minimize the effect of the Casimir background, our group previously reported a "Casimir-less" experiment [13] where the contribution from vacuum fluctuations was reduced by measuring the difference in the force between a test mass and source masses with different mass densities. The source masses were coated by a common layer of Au of thickness larger than λ p = 135 nm, the plasma wavelength of Au, such that the difference in the Casimir interaction between the underlying materials is attenuated by a factor larger than 10 6 [13, 14] .
While the results of the isoelectronic experiments were promising, there were two problems. (i) The heterodyne technique used decreased the measured signal by δz/λ ∼ 0.02, where δz was the vertical modulation of the distance between the source and test masses. (ii) The sample was made in a way where the thicknesses of the two source masses (made of Au and Ge) were unintentionally not the same. This translated into a small ∼ 3 fN signal identified with the distance dependence in the Casimir force.
In this paper we report a new approach to improve the limits in the {λ, α} phase space. The use of a rotating source mass sample allowed us to fully utilize the high force sensitivity provided by the large mechanical quality of the microelectromechanical torsional oscillator (MTO). mass where there is no correlation between its thickness and its angular position yielded an unprecedented level of subtraction of the background arising from vacuum fluctuations.
In contrast to our previous experiment our test mass (a R = 149.3 ± 0.2 µm sapphire sphere covered with a t Cr ∼ 10 nm layer of Cr and a t Au ∼ 250 nm Au-film) was glued close to the edge (at a distance b = 235±4 µm from the axis of rotation) of the 500 µm × 500 µm plate of the oscillator. Gluing the sphere reduced the MTO's natural frequency of oscillation from f o = 708.23 ± 0.05 Hz to f r = 307.34 ± 0.05 Hz. The mechanical quality factor at the working pressure P ≤ 10 −7 torr was also reduced but it remained reasonably large, Q > 7000. As in previous experiments [13, 16, 17] , the motion of the plate was detected by the change in capacitance between the plate and the underlying electrodes. Calibration of the MTO was performed by using the electrostatic interaction between the Au-coated test and source masses [16] . The calibration was performed with the source mass stationary, and the distance was monitored and measured using a two-color interferometer (with a sensitivity of 0.2 nm). With this MTO a thermally limited minimum detectable force F min (f r ) ∼ 6f N/ √ Hz was calculated when working at resonance at 300 K [15] . Since f r is a function of separation due to the non-linear nature of the Casimir interaction, it was continuously monitored.
A five axis stepper-motor driven positioner and a three axis piezoelectrically driven system were used to bring the test mass in close proximity (z ∈ [200, 1000] nm) to the source mass. The source mass was fabricated by depositing a d Cr = 10 nm thick layer of Cr on a 1 inch diameter 100 µm thick [100] oriented Si wafer. A d tm = 2.10 ± 0.02 µm thick layer of Si was deposited on top of the Cr covered Si wafer. Using conventional photolithography, a photoresist structure consisting of concentric sectors (see the inset of Fig. 1 for a schematic) was defined in the Si. The Si not covered by the photoresist was removed down to the Cr layer using CF 4 reactive ion etching. After removing the photoresist, Au was thermally evaporated and the structure mechanically polished to expose the Si sectors. This process defined a structure with an exposed surface consisting of a center circle of Au with a radius R 1 = 4 mm, then a 50 sectors of Au/Si, and a. The sequence of 200 µm wide rings with Au/Si sectors and 150 µm wide Au rings was repeated with the number of Au/Si sectors increasing by 25 for each concentric ring until the last one with 300 sectors, which was located at R 11 = 7.5 mm. This structure was glued with NOA61 UV curing cement to a BK7 Schott glass flat with the original Si wafer exposed. The wafer was etched away using KOH, and then a d Au = 150±3 nm layer of Au was deposited by thermal evaporation. The exposed Au surface was characterized by white light interferometry (WLI) and atomic force microscopy (AFM). Both techniques showed an optical quality film with no memory of the underlying structure. The 1024 × 1024 AFM images obtained over different 10 µm ×10 µm regions yielded position independent 60 nm peak-to-peak topographic roughness. The disk was then mounted on an air bearing spindle. It was optically verified that the center of the disk and the axis of rotation of the spindle coincided to better than ∆r ∼ 10 µm. The flatness and alignment of the sample were checked in-situ using a fiber interferometer (response time 10 ms). It was found that the surface of the sample was perpendicular to the axis of rotation to better than z o = 20 nm at R 11 when rotating the disk at ω = 2π rad/s.
The air bearing spindle worked under a constant air flow of several liters/min. The top of the source mass was at a distance D = 4 cm from the air exhaust. To prevent air leaks into the chamber, the spindle was mounted with a circular skirt which rotated with the spindle. The seal between the skirt and the vacuum chamber was provided by high molecular weight oil. Oil contamination inside the chamber was precluded by chilled water refrigeration (T = 10 o C) on a system of baffles and traps. With the sphere placed at R i + 100 µm (with n Au/Si sectors) the air bearing spindle was rotated at ω r = 2πf r /n. In this manner, a force arising from the potential given in Eq. (1) would have manifested itself at f r even though there were no parts moving at f r . Since the Newtonian gravitational attraction between the sphere and the structured sample yields a force F N ∼ 10 −20 N, undetectable by our system, an integration of only the Yukawa-like part of Eq. (1) over the geometry of the sample was necessary. Disregarding finite size effects across the width of the ring [17] , the expected difference when the sphere is over a Au or Si sector is [13, 18] 
where K t (K s ) is a term associated only with the layered structure of the test (source) mass, ρ s , ρ Cr , ρ Au , and ρ Si are the densities of the sapphire sphere, Cr, Au and Si, respectively. The results obtained by doing the experiment over the outermost ring (n = 300) are shown in Fig. 2 . These results were obtained by using a lock-in detection technique at f r . A mark in the outside of the source mass coincident with the common angle for a Au-Si transition for all the different rings was used to set the phase to zero. Many features are worth commenting: (i) Increasing the integration time τ decreases the random noise of the measured force, as expected. (ii) At separations z ≤ 300 nm where the Casimir force is significant, the statistical noise is larger than the minimum detectable force. At larger separations, the statistical noise is close to the minimum detectable force. It was also observed that this noise was independent of the angular frequency of the disk (for
There is a separation dependent net force measured, which is practically independent of the radial position of the sphere over the rotating disk. This signal increases proportionally to ω as the disk is rotated at higher subharmonics of ω r = 2πf r .
These observations are consistent with a picture where the axis of rotation of the spindle has both an impulse-like wobble once per revolution ∆θ 1 and random impulse-like wobbling which is described as white noise, θ 2 (τ )θ 2 (0) = Θ 2 δ(τ ). Associated with any ∆θ, there is a change in separation δz ∼ Dδθ between the sphere and the rotating sample, which induces a change in the Casimir force. Since in our experiment D ∼ 4 cm, it is obtained that Θ ∼ 5 × 10 −10 rad and ∆θ 1 ≤ 10 − 7 rad. With the current experimental setup, neither of these angular deviations could be measured directly.
The effect of the once-per-revolution ∆θ 1 was minimized by making it coincide with the common Au-Si transition for all the different rings. The signal was measured over a region with only Au in the source mass. By meticulously rotating the sample with respect to the spindle, data shown in Fig. 3 was obtained. Once this was achieved, when the test mass is directly above the sectioned rings, the systematic effect is expected to be in quadrature with any hypothetical signal arising from Eq. (2). The previously observed force is in phase with the reference signal [19] . The hypothetical force (in quadrature) is consistent with zero within the experimental error. The dominating error in the system is given by random errors.
In what follows, the potential sources of errors and their effects in the force are briefly summarized. Kelvin probe force microscopy was performed in the sample over different 5×5 µm 2 regions. It was observed that the main potential islands had a characteristic size ∼ 200 nm with V rms < 5 mV. These results would yield an undetectable electrostatic contribution F el (z) ≤ 10 −17 N to [20] , IUPUI [9, 13] , Yale [21] , Stanford [22] , Washington [23] and theoretical predictions [1, 2, [24] [25] [26] are also shown.
the measured force. The lack of parallelism between the normal to the disk and the rotational axis is expected to give a signal F p (ω) ∼ 20 pN. Its contribution at ω r enters through the nonlinear dependence of the Casimir force on the separation, and it is attenuated by ∼ (z/z o ) n , making it unobservable for all n in our setup. The same is the case for precession of the spindle. The ∆r shift between the axis of rotation and the center of the source mass would also yield a signal at ω if ∆F h was observable. This effect at ω r is attenuated by R i /∆r, making it also unobservable. Random (once per cycle) vertical instabilities on the height of the spindle are indistinguishable from a random (once per cycle) angular deviation of the spindle. Simmilarly, finite size effects as the Au/Si interface of the source mass moves under the test mass are negligible at ω r when compared with the statistical errors.
From the aforementioned discussion, the relevant error is the statistical error dominated by the fluctuations θ 2 (t). Since the signal in Fig. 3 associated with the hypothetical force (2) is consistent with zero, the 95% confidence level is used to establish new limits in {λ, α} space. The envelope of the curves ∆F h (z) = δF , are shown in Fig. 4 , together with previous results. The improvements in α cover the λ ∈ [30, 8000] nm range, and they are as large as 10 3 in Yukawa-like corrections to Newtonian gravity at λ = 300 nm.
Presently there is a plethora of extensions to the Standard Model which predict the existence of new bosons or extra dimensions that would lead to Yukawa corrections to Newtonian gravity. We have demonstrated that the iso-electronic technique is a powerful tool for constraining these theories. We expect that this significant improvement will continue to motivate theoretical work and new experiments in the continued search for new physics.
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